Resonant cavity interband cascade light emitting diodes
(RCICLEDs) for dual wavelength operation
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Technical developments in the fields of chemical sensing, infrared scene projection,
industrial process control and spectroscopy have created a high demand for mid infrared light
sources, that cover the wavelength range between 3 and 10µm which is of relevance for these
applications. Interband cascade light emitting diodes (ICLED) represent a cost-effective and
power efficient solution.
Recent improvements, such as stage-positioning [1] and the implementation of high
transparency substrates for flip-chip mounted devices were key factors for low internal optical
losses leading to a maximum output power of 5.1 mW and WPE of 0.7% at ambient temperature
[2]. However, the very broad spectral emission of these devices, which can be advantageous in
many applications, causes the spectral power density to lag behind that of its laser counterpart.
Resonant Cavity LEDs (RCLEDs) can provide a great control over the optical mode to achieve
a narrow linewidth and improved directionality to fill the gap between conventional LEDs and
lasers.
We present resonant cavity interband cascade light emitting diodes (RCICLEDs) in which
the cavity is formed by an anode-side metal mirror and a cathode-side distributed bragg reflector
consisting of 6 GaSb/AlAsSb layer pairs inevitably resulting in a substrate-emitting device that
requires flip-chip mounting (Fig 1a). The 5 stage active region is located inside the fabry-perot
cavity at an antinode of the electric field. This single DBR configuration allows to modify the
length of the cavity by adding refractive index matched material to the top of the epitaxial
structure after growth. The cavity response consequently shifts to a longer wavelength, which
enables dual color LEDs where one emission wavelength can be used as a monolithically
integrated reference channel in spectroscopy applications (Fig 1b).
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Fig.1 Schematic of a flip-chip mounted RCICLED (a) and the spectral emission of a dual color RCICLEDs (b)
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